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Resolution Supporting Faculty Assembly Resolutions

Whereas the UNC Faculty Assembly passed a resolution that the Board of Governors adopt a PTR plan that recognizes the rigor of the existing annual evaluation and promotion and tenure processes, that utilizes a two-category evaluation scale, and that avoids the redundancy of dean level reviews and five-year plans; and

Whereas the UNC Faculty Assembly passed a resolution that constituent institutions responding to budgetary reduction by undertaking program prioritization maintain transparency by first communicating to the faculty realistic costs and anticipated savings associated the proposed changes and at least annually after implementation of such changes provide a detailed report on all realized savings and/or costs of the implemented changes be provided to the faculty; and

Whereas the UNC Faculty Assembly passed a resolution supporting the General Education Council's Work on Student Learning Outcomes Assessment and resolving that the faculties of the University develop the assessment instruments, following the Principles of Good Assessment;

Therefore, Be It Resolved That, the Faculty Senate of the University of North Carolina at Pembroke endorses and supports these UNC Faculty Assembly resolutions.